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Career Reflections from Inside a Corporate Giant 1964-1981
Alluvial Reflections
Reflections from the Frontiers, Explorations for the Future
Reflections on the LSMS Group Meeting
Thomas H. Olbricht grew up in Churches of Christ, has taught in several of their
universities, and has given religious lectures on six continents and in most states
in the United States. He has met most leaders in Churches of Christ globally. He
has been active in several religious and rhetoric societies and has worked with
leaders in all these organizations to bring about changes over the past sixty years.
C. Clifton Black and Duane F. Watson wrote about Olbricht, "Tom Olbricht
possesses a memory of elephantine proportions. Not only does he have at his
fingertips the names and places and dates; better than most he understands how
the study of rhetoric has flourished among, while cross-pollinating, multiple
disciplines in the humanities, classics, English, speech communication, and
religion."

Reflections on the RAN
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Strategic Reflections
Reflections International
Reflections Behind the Retina is an account of actual events during the civil war in
El Salvador. A series of short stories records the political restrictions and rules of
engagement placed on the U.S. military, as well as the dangers faced from the
Salvadoran left and right political camps. The official denial by the United States
government of the combat role and deaths of U.S. military personnel is exposed
throughout the text. A brief Salvadoran military history prepares the reader for
what follows. Except for national leaders, the names of the characters in the text
have been changed.

Reflections of a Pragmatic Economist
Reflections on Renewal
This publication tells the story of the Gordon Research Conferences (GRC), a series
of scientific meetings that play a major role in advancing new theories and
developing applications. Firsthand accounts from 80 of the world's leading
scientists offer a unique lens through which to view and understand the wide range
of disciplines and fields that make up today's scientific endeavor. Also included in
the book is a time line, as well as essays that provide historical perspective on the
development of the GRC organization.

Reflections on research and development
Rhetoric and history intersected dramatically during the Cold War, which was,
above all else, a war of words. This volume, which combines the work of historians
and communication scholars, examines the public discourse in Cold War America
from a number of perspectives including how rhetoric shaped history and policies
and how rhetorical images invited interpretations of history. The book opens with
Norman Graebner's wideranging analysis of the rhetorical background of the Cold
War. Frank Costigliola then parses Stalin's speech of February, 1946, an address
that many in the West took as a declaration of war by the USSR. The development
of NSC68 in 1950, often referred to as America's “blueprint” for fighting the Cold
War, is the subject of Robert P. Newman's review. Shawn J. ParryGiles and J.
Michael Hogan then focus on American propaganda responses to the perceived
Soviet threat. H. W. Brands, Randall B. Woods, and Rachel L. Holloway examine the
effects of liberal ideology and rhetoric on domestic and foreign policy decisions.
Robert J. McMahon and Robert L. Ivie raise the issue of what it has meant to be the
“leader of the Free World” and what the task of postCold War rhetoric will be in this
regard. Scholars concerned with the role of words in public life and in the study of
history will find challenging material in this interdisciplinary volume. Historians,
speech communication scholars, and political scientists with an interest in the Cold
War will similarly find grist for further milling.
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Reflections: an Engineer's Story
Providing students with small steps of freedom in their new practice provides them
with an increasing self confidence and reassurance that they are acquiring
necessary and useful skills. Sharing the moment of discovery with a student is
what I find so rewarding. Being able to make a difference in the education of a
nurse makes all the other trials and tribulations encountered along the way seem
worthwhile. Shirley Pearson, Room to Grow, Reflections: Nurses as Educators

Leaders Eat Last
100 vignettes based on real-life classroom challenges are useful for guiding critical
reflections on effective teaching and are linked to the CEC Professional Standards
for special education teachers. Each vignette provides a brief synopsis of
challenges experienced by both novice and experienced teachers as they attempt
to implement the information they have learned about effective teaching practices.
Using the ten categories in the CEC standards for knowledge and skills, questions
for reflections have been developed and carefully referenced for each vignette.
These vignettes are designed to be used as a teaching tool for pre-service students
or beginning teachers. By providing guided discussions, students are able to
brainstorm possible solutions to the challenges presented when teachers attempt
to apply general best practice standards in particular classroom situations. Given
their brevity, instructors can present these vignettes within a class session and use
them to promote active learning. This resource also provides ideas for
implementing and utilizing these vignettes to promote active learning within the
course structure.

Reflections Behind the Retina
Come take a stroll down the memory lane of medical history. Reflections on
Pediatric Medicine from 1943 to 2010 recounts the struggles of a dedicated
pediatrician as he attempts to strike a balance between a normal family life and
the demands of the rapidly evolving world of modern medicine. Through vividly
drawn stories compiled from a career that spans more than half a century, author
Byron Oberst takes readers on an amazing journey from the early years of
medicine, when there were few specific therapies with which to treat patients, to
the wonders of today. From the eradication of the scourge of polio to the miracle of
antibiotics to the era of organ transplantation and body imaging, Oberst offers a
rare chance to experience medical progress and discovery as it happens. Written
in eight parts, each spanning a unique decade, Reflections on Pediatric Medicine
from 1943 to 2010 is an unforgettable trip down memory lanewith many
interesting side excursions.

Reflections of Grand Canyon Historians
Teachers, researchers, and theoreticians whose work has been influenced by
Kenneth Goodman contribute articles to this book. There is a common theme in the
linkages to Goodman's foundational work in understanding language, learning and
teaching.
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Memories and Reflections
The Purpose Linked Organization: How Passionate Leaders
Inspire Winning Teams and Great Results
Collaborative Caring
1992: The Cold War is over but still driving conflicts in Africa. CIA agent Tucker
Zulu, born in the African nation of Tango and educated at Harvard University,
pursues his wife Denise and his once best friend Charles Dibango, a KGB agent,
who have fled from Boston to Moscow after a DNA paternity test shocker. Three
years later, a Soviet-backed coup in Tango installs Charles as a dictator who
engages in the illegal diamond trade. In this conflict, hundreds of people are
brutally murdered or maimed, many by having their hands or arms hacked off.
Tucker's CIA team plans a countercoup. He meets Sally Kofi, a former KGB officer
who is also Charles's mistress and is serving as Tangon ambassador to the U.S.
They fall in love and plot to oust Charles.

The Character of Creativity: True Stories & Reflections to
Inspire You and Your Kids
This book uses true stories to engage the critical thinking skills of families. It
encourages parents to trust in the discussion, the process of decision making, and
the critical thinking rather than worrying about the outcomes for their children. It
supports the conversation that creates creative thinkers who make sustainable
decisions or learn from their mistakes.

Reflections from a Business Coach
This book addresses fundamental concepts and dilemmas of community
organization practice. It contains reflections and analysis by prominent figures in
community organization--scholars, teachers, and activists who have made
pioneering and seminal contributions to the field. Fourteen leaders provide
reflective narratives and summarize their experience and observations. Their
autobiographical accounts of lives and endeavors during the second half of the
twentieth century are based on the verities of direct engagement. To broaden and
enrich the discussion, professionals from several allied disciplines provide analytic
commentaries, reflecting on the reflections.

Critical Reflections about Students with Special Needs
The United States bishops ' document Co-Workers in the Vineyard of the Lord is a
vital resource for the ongoing development of lay ecclesial ministry. Building upon
Co-Workers and affirming the recent renewal of the laity and the flowering of lay
ministries, Reflections on Renewal contributes to efforts to reshape ministerial
language and practices in the church today. It explores the theological and
pastoral foundations of ministry, including how al ministry is rooted in the
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sacraments of initiation, and suggests ways of refining or redefining our
understandings of lay ecclesial and ordained ministries so that we as church can
respond more fully to the call of God in our lives and world. At the same time, the
book recognizes that lay ministry developed organically as the work of the Spirit
and is, foremost, a cause for rejoicing. This collection of essays is grounded in
Fordham University's commitment to the church and its mission in the world. It
honors the thousands of laypeople who have answered a call to serve the church in
ministry. Donna Eschenauer is the director of religious education and the
catechumenate at the Cathedral Parish of St. Agnes in Rockville Centre, New York.
She received her PhD from the Fordham University Graduate School of Religion and
Religious Education. Her recent publication A Second Look at the Directory for
Masses with Children appeared as a featured article for Pray Tell, the blog of
Liturgical Press and Saint John's School of Theology. Her book on the Triduum is
forthcoming. Harold Daly Horell is an assistant professor of religious education at
the Fordham University Graduate School of Religion and Religious Education. He
received his PhD from the Boston College Institute of Religion Education and
Pastoral Ministry. His publications include Human Sexuality in the Catholic
Tradition (Rowman and Littlefield, 2007), edited with Kieran Scott, and Horizons
and Hopes: The Future of Religious Education (Paulist Press, 2003), edited with
Thomas H. Groome.

Warm Winds and Following Seas: Reflections of a Lifeguard in
Paradise
Reflections on Community Organization
Family support programs have proliferated in many different settings in response
to an increasing emphasis in the public policy arena on a family support strategy.
These guidelines for effective family support practice represent the consensus of
family support practitioners as assessed in focus groups with over 2,000 staff and
parent participants. Chapter 1 of the guide, "The Family Support Story," discusses
the need for family support, the development of the family support movement, and
family support premises and principles. Chapters 2 through 6 present guidelines
and key practices related to the following general areas of practice or themes
identified in the family support principles: (1) relationship building; (2)
enhancement of family capacity; (3) affirmation of diversity; (4) programs in
communities; and (5) program planning, governance, and administration, Each
practice chapter provides an introductory overview, guidelines for practice, and
challenges in practice. The bulk of each chapter is devoted to guidelines for
translating a principle into practice. The guidelines are practice goals, with key
practices described as the actions necessary to achieve these goals. Practice
examples from actual programs illustrate the application of the various strategies
described. Chapter 7, "Looking to the Future," discusses how guidelines for family
support can inform practice, training and education of family support workers,
research and evaluation, and public policy. Three appendices contain
recommended resources, describe the study's methodology, and delineate the
premises and principles of family support. (KDFB)
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Memoirs and Reflections
This book is about my experiences at a, now closed, General Motors metal casting
plant in the Buffalo, New York area. It follows my journey from apprenticeship
training in a skilled trade, to becoming a journeyman in the trade, to going back to
school for my college degree, and finally being promoted to supervisor of a critical
department in the plant. When most people key the ignition switch or push the
start button, they really do not have any idea what is involved in the engineering,
technology, equipment, and human labor required to produce a motor vehicle.
Heavy manufacturing, especially casting facilities, were and are dangerous places
to work. I reluctantly have given the reader examples of several instances of
human suffering which took place during my eighteen years of employment as well
as many stories from within that GM plant. For the better part of three decades I
carried the material for this book with me and did nothing until our Government
decided to bailout GM and Chrysler. At that point I dusted off the attache case and
began this journey. You see, GM was not going to go out of business but going into
bankruptcy would mean revamping retiree pay and medical benefits for the UAW
and that was not going to happen. Six decades of questionable management and
union relations at the corporate and plant levels had finally caught up with them.

Reflections of My Father
This document contains three papers which give an overview of the major LSMS
objectives, efforts, and some problems which may be encountered. The first,
Household Surveys as an Instrument for Assessing Living Standards in Developing
Countries, considers the use of household surveys as one instrument among many
for providing the information needed for planning and evaluating social and
economic development. It focuses on an assessment of the areas in which these
surveys are the best way of eliciting information and on how to improve use of
these surveys. The second paper, Selected Problems in the Implementation of
Household Surveys, highlights some of the problem areas, specifically the concept
of a household, the measurement of income and expenditures, the concept of
employment, the design of surveys, and the tabulation and analysis of results. The
third contains the Proceedings of the LSMS Expert Group Meeting, February 25-29,
l980.

Reflections and Connections
"A co-publication with the Oregon State University Department of Agricultural and
Resource Economics."

Psychotherapy Reflections
Deathbed Reflections of Bishop Chiginya
From “the Kid” on the Varsity Blues football team to “the Chief” at Osgoode Hall, R.
Roy McMurtry has had a remarkably varied and influential career. As reformist
attorney general of Ontario, one of the architects of the agreement that brought
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about the patriation of the Canadian Constitution, high commissioner to the United
Kingdom, and chief justice of Ontario, he made a large and enduring contribution
to Canadian law, politics, and life. These memoirs cover all these facets of his
remarkable career, as well as his law practice, his work on various commissions of
inquiry, and his reflections on family, sport, and art. This volume is both an account
of his life in public service and a portrait of a humane, humorous, still optimistic,
and always decent man.

Reflections on My Life
THE WORLD WAR II DIARY OF SGT. NELSON From December 15, 1941, to January 5,
1945, Sgt. Cleveland "Moot" Nelson recorded his daily life through his diary while
serving in the U.S. Army during World War II in the North African and Italian
campaigns. He titled the diary, "My Life in the U.S. Army," and it is a personal
memoire of the brief, yet important moments of his military days from the moment
he enlisted in the army at Fort Francis, East Wallen, Cheyenne, Wyoming, to the
end of the war.

Critical Reflections on the Cold War
Author's account of his career & his opinions on medical education & current
problems in medicine.

Reflections, Recollections, and a Little Bit of Nonsense
The Legacy of Billy Graham: Critical Reflections on America's
Greatest Evangelist
Why would anyone want to coach businessmen and women who may be tired of
their corporate careers or may just want to turn their hobby into a business? Why
would anyone want to be a coach? I've asked myself these and other questions
many times when I left the "safe" world of being a therapist where the rules of
engagement are well prescribed. It's safer in being the expert whose job it is to
listen and help reassure folks that they are not losers, that there's meaning in their
lives, that all they need is to have a passion for life. The world of coaching is a
different arena where coach and client are equal and the coaches job is to "ask the
right questions" to get his or her clients to engage in a plan of action that hopefully
will change their lives. My coaching style is non-directive, whereby my executive
clients discuss their current project assignments and managerial approaches to
staff recruitment, development, and retention. I use the following strategies to
optimize executive growth to: Model executive development based on individual
and company core values Create a visionary approach to problem-solving Establish
accountability structures for change Encourage risk-taking behaviors that foster
competition and growth Create new markets for your services and product Thus,
coaching involves putting self aside and concentrating on the motivation of your
client. The emphasis is on the relationship developed between coach and client
where each participates in a process of change that holds the client's agenda using
the expertise and experience of the coach. Whereas mentoring involves mirroring
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for your client what the skill might look like (intention), coaching offers a vision for
your client that empowers and holds your client accountable. Success =
accountability for change.

Reflections on Pediatric Medicine from 1943 to 2010
Reflections on Being Governor
Few have encountered the rich tapestry of experiences that Ruiz has known. After
he fulfilled His childhood dream of becoming an engineer he traveled a path that
eventually led him to alleviating harsh conditions faced by third world countries
that lacked infrastructure necessities such as sanitary water and roads fit for
travel. His book, Reflections, weaves Ruiz's story through his memories of
challenges running a highly successful engineering firm and working tirelessly as a
foreign service officer. Reflections gives readers a refreshing perspective on an
autobiography that stands heads and shoulders above others that solely focus on
descriptions of accomplishments.

Guidelines for Family Support Practice
" The highly anticipated follow-up to the acclaimed bestseller Start With Why
Simon Sinek's mission is to help people wake up every day inspired to go to work
and return home every night fulfilled by their work. His first book, Start With Why,
offered the essential starting point, explaining the power of focusing on WHY we do
what we do, before getting into the details of WHAT and HOW. Start With Why
became an instant classic, with a loyal following among Fortune 500 companies,
entrepreneurs, nonprofits, governments, and the highest levels of the U.S. Military.
Now Sinek is back to reveal the next step in creating happier and healthier
organizations. He helps us understand, in simple terms, the biology of trust and
cooperation and why they're essential to our success and fulfillment. Organizations
that create environments in which trust and cooperation thrive vastly out perform
their competition. And, not coincidentally, their employees love working there. But
"truly human" cultures don't just happen; they are intentionally created by great
leaders. Leaders who, in hard times, would sooner sacrifice their numbers to
protect their people, rather than sacrifice people to protect their numbers, are
rewarded with deeply loyal teams that consistently contribute their best efforts,
ideas and passion. As he did in Start With Why, Sinek illustrates his points with
fascinating true stories from many fields. He implores us to act sooner rather than
later, because our stressful jobs are literally killing us. And he offers surprisingly
simple steps for building a truly human organization"--

Reflections: Nurses as Educators
In Psychotherapy Reflections a psychoanalytically-informed patient describes his
feelings about his therapeutic relationship and critically examines selected therapy
sessions from a nine-month course of treatment. Many texts about psychotherapy
are based either on patient narratives or on a clinical model. Psychotherapy
Reflections, however, combines patient narrative with probing insight and dream
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analysis based on the work of noted dream researcher Stanley R. Palombo, M.D.,
who has shown that dreams serve an information-processing function by matching
present and past experience in determining what information will be filtered
through for storage in permanent memory.

Reflections on Early Childhood Education, 1934-1994
Teamwork is essential to improving the quality of patient care and reducing
medical errors and injuries. But how does teamwork really function? And what are
the barriers that sometimes prevent smart, well-intentioned people from building
and sustaining effective teams? Collaborative Caring takes an unusual approach to
the topic of teamwork. Editors Suzanne Gordon, David L. Feldman, MD, and
Michael Leonard, MD, have gathered fifty engaging first-person narratives provided
by people from various health care professions. Each story vividly portrays a
different dimension of teamwork, capturing the complexity—and sometimes
messiness—of moving from theory to practice when it comes to creating genuine
teams in health care. The stories help us understand what it means to be a team
leader and an assertive team member. They vividly depict how patients are left out
of or included on the team and what it means to bring teamwork training into a
particular workplace. Exploring issues like psychological safety, patient advocacy,
barriers to teamwork, and the kinds of institutional and organizational efforts that
remove such barriers, the health care professionals who speak in this book
ultimately have one consistent message: teamwork makes patient care safer and
health care careers more satisfying. These stories are an invaluable tool for those
moving toward genuine interprofessional and intraprofessional teamwork.

Memories and Reflections
Meet the indispensable people who can bring your organization to that crucial next
level. How many can you recognize? And where do you fit in? The Builder: Creating
a strong sense of urgency to deliver results, they’re the driving force of a growing
business The Connector: Born communicators, adept at negotiation and
relationship-building The Conceiver: These “intellectual acrobats” think outside the
box, imagine new possibilities, and contribute to innovation The Altruist: On the
lookout to raise your organization’s profile while benefiting the world at large
Leadership development experts Alaina Love and Marc Cugnon have identified ten
such “Passion Profile Archetypes,” and in The Purpose Linked Organization, you’ll
learn the strengths, vulnerabilities, and proper care and feeding of them all.
Authors Love and Cugnon offer easily implementable ways to channel the power of
each individual’s passions in a positive, purposeful direction. You’ll understand how
to link skills, values, and passions to performance—and how doing so will bring the
results your organization can’t afford to be without. Just as important, you’ll be
able to confidently assess your own purpose and passions so thatyour own
organizational role will be as engaging, fulfilling, and productive as possible. Most
employees spend more than 84,000 hours of their lives at work. When that time is
personally meaningful, great things can happen, which will enrich your
organization, the customers it serves, and even society as a whole.

Reflections on Public Enterprise and Privatisation
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In January 2007, hundreds of historians, witnesses to history, National Park Service
and U.S. Forest Service employees, hikers, river runners, and history buffs
gathered on the South Rim of Grand Canyon National Park for the second Grand
Canyon History Symposium. The symposium came alive with thirty-six
presentations on topics from new evidence about the Powell expedition to rarely
published reflections on Hopi cultural connections to the Grand Canyon to a robust
debate on whether James White did or did not raft through the canyon in 1867.
Reflections of Grand Canyon Historians collects thirtytwo papers based on the
presentations at the symposium, offering an offbeat anthology of Grand Canyon
history. Readers will find this a thought-provoking and entertaining book, a unique
collection of historical events tied to the Crown Jewel of the National Park System.
Accessible to lay readers, Reflections of Grand Canyon Historians will challenge
your thinking while filling your mind with cowboys, hermits, towering figures in
conservation history, near-naked river runners, honored veterans, visionary
naturalists, and shutter-happy mule wranglers. The book will fascinate anyone
interested in the history of the Southwest and of America’s national parks.

Reflections and Reminiscences of an Academic Physician
Memoirs, Recollections, Ideas, Reflections
Autobiographical account of an academician currently working as a specialist on
public enterprise and privatization.
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